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abstract: in this paper, i examine how urban redevelopment and the regulation of public spaces in montréal in the 1960s transformed the representations of the lower main, the city’s historic red-light and entertainment district. i argue that although the lower main had long been central to anti-urban discourses regarding heterosexual prostitution, by the 1960s the increased regulation of the city’s queer and trans populations changed its meaning as a representation of the inner city in decline. a central objective is to use this case study to queer discourses of urban decline by considering how heteronormativity was involved in the construction of the city’s sexual margins in the post-world war ii period. a related objective is to call into question the narrative of “decline” itself by providing one example of the opportunities it created for queer place-making.
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introduction

from san francisco’s tenderloin to new york city’s times square, post-world war ii urban restructuring altered the economies, entertainments, and clienteles of many north american inner-city entertainment districts. in montréal, the strip of cabarets, restaurants, and taverns located at the corner of boulevard st-laurent and rue ste-catherine (“the lower main”) underwent this process. as the former bright lights facade of montréal’s entrenched residential red-light district, the area had a reputation for “vice” that dated back to the late nineteenth century. by the late 1950s, however, urban restructuring, municipal reform politics, and moral regulation altered how the lower main was represented in the expanding metropolitan, entertainment, and sensationalist presses. predictably, the changing fortunes of the lower main were generally associated with increases in poverty, homelessness, alcoholism, and drug use. however, its so-called decline was also represented through images of what were considered contentious “new” gender identities and sexualities: gay men were frequenting the lower main’s taverns, hotels, and cinemas; b-girls and sex workers of both sexes were working inside of its nightclubs; gays and lesbians were more visible among its working-class clientele; and its stages increasingly featured drag performances and the striptease. the apparent decline of the district had been so dramatic by the early 1970s that night club owners and booking agents told the press that the lower main was “dead,” as signified by the fact that the only remaining entertainment attraction of the district were les travestis, the drag performers.

in many ways, this representation of the lower main was a continuation of the discourses that had long depicted the area as an “immoral region,” a “necessary” location to accommodate
sexual transgressions that were the source of public fascination and desire as well as abjection and disgust. However, this particular representation naturalized the area’s decline through the bodies of *les travestis* whose increased prominence on the stages of the Lower Main signaled the end point in a long period of decentralization, a process that had emptied the area of its “respectable” customers and left it to be appropriated by others. While this representation was certainly part of shifting class geographies that repositioned the inner city in relation to the expanding suburbs and the downtown, a critical reading suggests important links between discourses of inner-city decline and shifting gender and sexual norms in the post-World War II era. As Hubbard has argued, geographies of heteronormativity are constructed through a moral dichotomy between those landscapes that support idealized family life and zones of the city that are designated through the processes of urban governance as the proper location for “immoral” non-normative sexual behaviors. During periods of urban redevelopment and civic betterment, moral panics create pressure to relocate or even cleanse the city of its immoral regions making such regions symbolic locations through which to rework the heteronormativity of urban space. In the post-World War II period, the Lower Main was one such site. Represented in the press through crime reporting, entertainment news, and portraits of the area’s “decline,” moral panic regarding the transformation of this binary ultimately rendered it a duplicitous and ambiguous
space for heteronormativities. The production of its decline, the governance of its morality, and the corresponding media spectacularization of its non-normative genders and sexualities made the Lower Main symbolically central to the reworking of local heteronormativities in urban space.

In this paper, I use a case study of the Lower Main to explore the relationships between the post-World War II discourses of urban decline and the emerging representations of queer populations in the spatial discourses shaping North American cities. Drawing on queer geography, I highlight the heteronormativity of these discourses and analyze how they served to naturalize urban restructuring by locating non-normative forms of sexual and gender embodiment within the declining inner city. I examine how post-World War II practices of urban governance—including urban renewal, reform politics, and policing—intersected to transform popular representations the Lower Main within Montréal’s imagined geographies. In contrast with research that treats sex work, homosexuality, and transsexuality separately, the focus here is on the intersection and aggregation of these identities in representations of one place. I begin by reading the links between inner-city decline in the post-World War II period and queer histories, advancing a framework for reading discourses of urban decline in the media. The case study has three sections: it begins by situating the Lower Main within Montréal’s urban restructuring in the 1950s and 1960s; next, newspaper clippings collections are used to describe the increased regulation of this space by authorities; finally, I explore how these representations contributed to the process of redefining heteronormativities by representing the Lower Main as a duplicitous nocturnal queer space. I conclude by reflecting on the implications of this case study for the study of heteronormativity, urban redevelopment and queer populations in the post-World War II city.

Queering discourses of urban decline

In the early 1990s, Robert Beauregard’s *Voices of Decline* contributed to the “discursive turn” in urban geography by drawing attention to the role played by representations in the process of restructuring post-World War II American cities. Focusing on the rhetoric embedded in interpretations of urban decline, Beauregard argued that such discourses served a purpose: to reconcile American national ambivalence about the twentieth-century city. In the post-World War II period specifically, representations of decline naturalized uneven urban development through a relational spatial imaginary that celebrated the modernization of the city by isolating and spectacularizing areas of “urban decay” created by disinvestment. Discourses that centered on areas of increased impoverishment and ghettoization in the inner city served to spatially fix mainstream anxieties about the deepening contradictions of capitalist urbanism and racialized inequalities in the declining inner city. As suburbs and central business districts expanded, societal responsibility for the conditions in America’s inner-city areas could be resolved through a moral discourse that scorned the populations who could not escape by repeatedly representing them as a “concern” and by separating areas of decline from the modern promise of the rest of the city.

Beauregard argued that representations play an important role in the process of reconciling the contradictions of capitalist urbanism, an argument that has been influential among urban scholars. However, despite his specific argument that discourses of decline have a “moral” component, geographers of sexualities have yet to consider its implications for the study of sexualities in post-World War II cities. Granted, for Beauregard, the “moral” concern expressed through discourses of decline is one of class consciousness, of “shared obligations in an unjust society,” the moral dilemma of white middle-class suburbanites turning their backs on the city and “letting” it decline. However, he argues that a complimentary aspect of this discourse was to build on preexisting anti-urban sentiment by repositioning the city as a place that is not just unsuitable for white, middle-class family life but also as “undesirable”: if suburbanites were not going to live in the city and be responsible for its regeneration it had to be because it was
undeserving and incompatible with their ideals of how and where to live. Given that these post-
World War II ideals re-centered on the reproduction of the nuclear family, it should follow that
normative proscriptions about heterosexuality would have been part of the process of isolating
and spectacularizing the inner city. However, while Beauregard skillfully demonstrates how
representations of impoverishment and racialized ghettoization served to justify this turning
away from the city, representations of sexualities are absent from his analysis.

While historical geographers have yet to explore the potential of Beauregard’s argument
for the study of queer geographies of the post-World War II city, there are clearly links between
the types of power relations that he traces and evidence from the historical literature on queer
sexualities in North American cities. Histories of sexuality in the post-World War II period
demonstrate that not only was heterosexuality reinvented through the production of a normative
binary between heterosexual and homosexual, but also notably through the reproduction of
“homosexual panic” that was the signature of Cold War concerns about national security in
both the United States and Canada. As John D’Emilio and Estelle Freedman argue, combined
with the increased visibility of bars and the stability of cruising grounds for gay men in this
period, homosexual panic also led to increased police surveillance and “unpredictable, brutal
crackdowns” on gay and lesbian spaces. Moreover, urban histories of emerging gay, lesbian, and
trans communities in the post-WWII era demonstrate that pockets of the “decaying” inner city
became, on an ontological level, spatial resources for queer communities in the making. Indeed,
the 1950s and 1960s represent a twenty-year period in which pre-liberation gay, lesbian, and trans
populations in the urban West built an increasingly visible nightlife by appropriating space in the
bars, taverns, hotels, and night clubs of “declining” inner-city entertainment districts.

The diversity of sexual and gender identities that made these inner-city areas central
to discourses of decline have also been neglected in urban geographies of sexualities. While
the sub-discipline essentially began with the study of how gay men regenerated “discarded”
residential neighborhoods in the 1970s and 1980s, the spaces of pre-liberation gay, lesbian, and
trans populations have yet to be analyzed in relation to broader urban processes. One major
reason for this absence is the fact that most such research has focused on gay village formation
within the context of the post-industrial or neo-liberal city after the 1970s. When pre-liberation
spaces do appear in gay and lesbian urban studies, they serve as a “starting point” in the long
narrative of claiming gay space or making a “gay village.” For example, modeling gay village
evolution in England, Collins has argued that “locations of sexual and legal liminal activities
and behaviour” located in urban areas “in decline” provided the “pre-conditions” for gay village
formation. Drawing primarily on the examples of London’s Soho and Manchester’s Canal Street,
he summarizes the key features of such sites:

1. Twilight/marginal area showing extensive physical urban decay
2. Presence of street-based and/or near off-street (predominantly heterosexual)
   prostitution
3. Significant stock of vacant premises
4. Low property prices/rental values
5. Typical presence of at least one gay licensed public house

Collins suggests that it was the liminality of aging bright-lights and dismantled red-light
districts that created the “ecological” pre-conditions for the production of queer spaces in the
city. However, the links between discourses of urban decline, place-making, and the diversity of
sexualities located within such sites remain unexplored.

Beyond their location within the “ecology” of the post-World War II city, the place-making
practices of the increasingly visible gay, lesbian, and trans populations in the 1950s and 1960s
were intimately wrapped up in the production and representation of the inner city as a place in decline. On the one hand, the outward movement of “respectable” middle-class families produced narratives of decline that stressed the “emptiness” of the inner city, revealing a blindness to the place-making activities of queer and other populations. Bryant Simons’s research on the rise and fall of a gay economy created along Atlantic City’s New York Avenue from the early 1950s onwards attempts to provide a counter-narrative.\textsuperscript{18} Using the example of the appropriation of bars and hotels by gay white men in this period, Simons argues: “Urban decline is not, and never was, a one way street. While some people were driving out of town, never to come back, others were moving into the houses and apartments they had abandoned. . . . Across the country, people of color and lesbians and gay men moved into devalued, deserted space and made them into new spaces.”\textsuperscript{19}

On the other hand, queer populations sometimes figured as representations of the decline in precisely the same kinds of planning texts that Beauregard analyzed. For example, in his study of lesbian and gay Philadelphia in the post-World War II era, Marc Stein provides a cogent discussion of the representation of gay men in discourses of urban decline using the example of Jane Jacobs’s \textit{The Death and Life of Great American Cities}.\textsuperscript{20} Discussing what makes a vibrant urban park, Jacobs celebrated the constant use of Rittenhouse Square by diverse populations and contrasted it with the emptiness and decay of Washington Square, a public space appropriated by gay men. Stein argues that this dichotomy between normative heterosexuality and queer sexualities implicates narratives of urban decline:

Good park, bad park. Mothers, children, shoppers, residents, employees, and young people on dates in Rittenhouse Square, a veritable showcase of the family, heterosexuality, capitalism, and consumer culture. Perverts in Washington Square, a den of depravity. The busy schedule of work and leisure in the West. The history of abandonment, invasion by perverts, and then a vacuum in the East. The “life” and “death” of great American cities. Sexual perversion functions here as a symptom, source and sign of urban disaster.\textsuperscript{21}

Each of these texts ask us to consider interrelated aspects of the moral discourses surrounding urban decline: if no one was in the empty city, it could be disregarded and ignored, only surreptitiously creating the opportunity for “others” to appropriate it; but the representation of queer populations could also be used to reinforce the idea that the city was deserving of abandonment because it was so “perverse.”

While references to queer populations were probably rare in urban planning texts, by the 1960s they were anything but invisible in more popular discourses emanating from the growing media coverage of the inner city in decline. Over the course of this period, queer populations developed a very particular relationship with the media that has been well-documented by historians.\textsuperscript{22} Indeed, some of the first comprehensive histories of the making of gay and lesbian communities have stressed the importance of the rejection of negative stereotypes in the press and of police repression in bars as the catalysts for the gay and lesbian social movements.\textsuperscript{23} In the pages of the press, reports on the changing entertainments of the city at night, the policing of sexual morality, and the inner city’s decline co-existed and overlapped. Drawing on medical and sociological stereotypes, the mainstream and especially the tabloid and entertainment presses, provided exposés on the overlapping worlds of sex work, homosexuality, and transsexuality with the purpose of enticing readers into an “unknown world” that revolved around entertainment districts in the inner city. A source of great “moral” concern about changing gender and sexual norms, the populations that appropriated these spaces were also subject to constant police surveillance, often resulting in raids and mass arrests that were reported in the press and linked to discourses of “civic betterment.”\textsuperscript{24}
When the socio-sexual issues surrounding such policing were debated in the press, they discursively produced what Stein has called “raiding representations”: media reports that legitimized the various political actors involved in urban governance by telling stories of how they were working to rid the empty city of its remaining vices. This process produced a complex set of representations of populations and places that could be read in multiple ways: viewed through a normative lens, they were obviously morality tales in which those who transgressed norms were disciplined and exposed; however, interpreted from a queer perspective, they also provided alternative information about the queer social worlds emerging in the declining inner city. Queering discourses of urban decline, therefore, not only involves reading alternative—often considered ephemeral—sources, but also critical engagement with the cartographies that can be read through the heteronormative discourses surrounding the social worlds of the declining inner city.

The following analysis, therefore, is an attempt to read these cartographies through a case study of the shifting representations of the Lower Main as an “immoral region” in the post-World War II period. To read these representations, two collections of newspaper clippings were consulted. First, I read the clippings files at the Archives de la Ville de Montréal, which are organized by theme and by street address. This collection primarily includes articles from the metropolitan French and English language dailies, but also some articles collected from more minor weekly and entertainment papers. Clippings for the Lower Main were selected from the address files and from thematic collections on policing, morality, prostitution, nightclubs, and entertainment. Secondly, I consulted the Dossiers de Presse, 1880-1984 collection at the Archives gais du Québec. This collection was primarily created from clippings collected by queer newspaper readers in Québec who later donated their collections to the archives. It is a source of both mainstream and alternative publications, with a larger proportion of its clippings coming from tabloid, alternative, and entertainment papers. Articles from this collection were selected when they referenced locations related to the Lower Main during the time period.

**Producing the Lower Main’s decline**

Over the course of the twentieth century, Boulevard St-Laurent, popularly called “the Main,” played an important role in Montréal’s socio-cultural geography. It served as the city’s primary north-south commercial artery and remains the east-west dividing line for civic addresses. By the early twentieth century, it was imagined as an interstitial space, the borderline between the Anglo-capitalist city in the West and the more working-class French-Catholic parishes of the city’s East End, where populations and activities not easily assigned to either side created commercial and social worlds. Occupying this interstitial location, the Main became Montréal’s “corridor of immigration,” signified today by the remaining “ethnic” shops in the area to the north of the Lower Main and the historic “Chinatown” to its south. While the Lower Main was part of these histories, by the early twentieth century it was clearly developing another vocation: surrounded by the city’s growing and well-protected residential red-light district and with a concentration of theaters, small hotels, and licensed establishments, it developed into a bright-lights entertainment district that had a reputation for “vice.” By the early 1950s, attempts to dismantle the red-light district, competition from the new entertainments of the downtown core, and urban redevelopment began to transform the Lower Main into place that resembled Collins’s “precursors” to gay village formation: with its suggestive entertainments and overt public prostitution, it was a bright-lights district “in decline.”

A combination of the outward movement of inner-city, working-class families and urban redevelopment had increased the social and sexual marginality of the populations and activities of the area by the 1960s. Although in Canada suburbanization in this period was less dramatic,
like most other North American metropolitan areas Montréal did experience significant urban expansion, modernization, and redevelopment in these decades. Between 1941 and 1961, the population of Greater Montréal grew by seventy percent (from 1,618,000 to 2,757,000). This population increase was due initially to the post-war baby boom, but the most rapid growth would come in the 1960s as rural-to-urban migration and immigration intensified. Population growth, rising incomes, and a demand for housing contributed to the outward expansion of the city. As elsewhere, the decentralization process repositioned the inner city in important ways.

Those areas directly adjacent to the central business district were now seen as sites for its expansion, empty spaces where the old “blighted” neighborhoods and businesses could be replaced by large high-rise office, government, and modern apartment complexes. It was also central to plans to connect the expanding downtown core to the city’s outer edges through freeway construction and the widening of primary arteries. Built for Expo 67, the new subway system would also require significant space in inner-city areas.

All of these forces impacted the Lower Main and its surrounding neighborhood (the St-Louis and St-Laurent districts) in the post-war period (Figure 2). Between 1954 and 1955, the widening of a major artery (Dorchester Street) that ran through the middle of the district meant the loss of housing and, directly on the Lower Main, the loss of historic entertainment venues such as the Roxy Theatre. In the late 1960s, land further south was expropriated to build an open-air tunnel for the new Ville Marie Expressway, an underground highway connecting the east and west parts of the modernizing downtown core. These expropriations meant the loss of blocks of adjacent housing and a full block of the commerce on either side of the Lower Main, separating it from the old business district to the south. By the late 1950s, the area to its west had been slated for the eastward expansion of the downtown core. To attract investment eastward, the City began expropriating land to build Place des Arts, a new metropolitan arts complex that opened in 1963. It eliminated blocks of the neighborhood just west of the Lower Main. Close to its intersection with the newly revamped Dorchester Street, Hydro Québec, the provincial electric company, expropriated land in order to begin building its headquarters in 1959. In between, a conglomerate of the cooperative banking movement began expropriations to build a three-hectare office and retail complex, Complexe Desjardins, which began construction in the early 1970s.

If expanding the downtown core and connecting it to the suburbs with highways was seen as central to making Montréal modern in this period, another component was “decongesting” old inner-city neighborhoods through slum clearance and urban renewal. A 1954 municipal report (Rapport Dozois) detailed the living conditions in the area surrounding the Lower Main, documenting them by taking over 1,300 photographs. Based on this report, the City Council approved a plan to demolish 7.7 hectares of housing to the east of the Lower Main—including much of the housing in the red-light district—to make room for Montréal’s first urban renewal style public housing project, Les Habitations Jeanne-Mance, completed in 1961. Referring to the area, proponents of the project told the press that the city’s worst slums lay at the heart of Montréal and they needed to be rehabilitated in order for the city to progress. Shortly after it was built, a National Film Board documentary celebrated the contrast between these facilities (with modern kitchens, bathrooms, and laundry rooms; large open rooms; and open spaces and playgrounds for fresh air) and the congested and unsanitary slums of the past. Not only did this civic betterment project give justification to claims that the neighborhoods surrounding the Lower Main were in decline, it also augmented this decline by accelerating population loss: between 1956 and 1971 the population of the district declined by 156 percent (from 21,229 to 8,290). Moreover, slum clearance and urban renewal had ultimately enabled officials to finally “put out” the residential red-light district by dismantling what had been its supporting infrastructure since the late nineteenth century.
Figure 2. Aerial view of the Lower Main area in the Post-World War II era. Adapted from VM97-3_04_352 (1962), Archives de la Ville de Montréal, Vues aériennes verticales de l’île de Montréal, 1958-1975, VM97-3_04_352. Available at: http://donnees.ville.montreal.qc.ca/dataset/vues-aeriennes-de-montreal-1958-1975.

The destruction of the infrastructure of the brothel system also finalized the gradual displacement of sex work onto the streets and into the entertainment establishments along the Lower Main. Its taverns, barber shops, and pool halls had long been conduits for the red-light district, but throughout the 1940s and 1950s the cabarets and theaters had been important sites of mainstream heterosexual sociability. Popular histories of Montréal in the 1940s and 1950s describe cabarets on the Lower Main, such as the Folies Bergères and Au Faisan Doré, as memorable places that attracted international performers and large socially-mixed audiences. As journalist Al Palmer described it, the upper classes, attracted by these first-rate clubs, would come and spend an evening “slumming” on the shady and shoddy atmosphere of the Lower Main. Sex work and suggestive entertainments were already an important component of the economy along the Lower Main, but once the cabarets lost their broader audience and the surrounding residential
infrastructure was reduced, it became more centrally integrated into the economy of its cabarets. Burlesque and vaudeville entertainments and live bands gave way to more explicit striptease shows and, due to dwindling entertainment budgets, the use of pre-recorded music. As the Lower Main “declined,” more “respectable” places of heterosexual sociability were concentrated in the larger and more fashionable entertainment district in the downtown core. Although the downtown had many similar vocations, within Montréal’s entertainment and prostitution geographies, the Lower Main was strongly stigmatized along class lines.

The process of “emptying” the districts surrounding the Lower Main and the reworking of the social worlds surrounding its entertainment spaces did lead to the appropriation of this site as a resource for the creation of queer public cultures. As oral histories with gays and lesbians and trans and drag performers in Montréal demonstrate, by the 1960s, the mixed working-class spaces of the Lower Main were increasingly occupied by queer cultures. Moreover, these sites were distinct from the more “respectable” queer public cultures emerging in the downtown core (Figure 3). For example, Namaste’s research shows that trans and drag performers clearly distinguished between the more upper-class clubs of the downtown and those of the Lower Main. The clubs of the Lower Main were places where they socialized and worked as sex workers, but before 1960, they rarely performed here, especially not those performers who were well-known and capable of attracting a sizable audience.

Gay geographies also reflect this dichotomy, with forms of more respectable sociability associated with the clubs of the downtown area near the intersection of Peel and Ste-Catherine streets. For some, the Lower Main was a place for slumming, but it was primarily an area where working-class Francophone gay men created public cultures. Here, gay men made use of its cinemas and hotels for sexual encounters, appropriated space in its all-male taverns, and frequented some exclusively gay spaces such as Taverne Altesse and Café Monarch. Gay, lesbian, and trans populations also created social worlds within the broader working-class nightlife culture. For lesbian subcultures in the 1960s, these mixed sites were especially important: barred from taverns as women until 1971 and without any downtown bars until 1968, lesbian public culture in the 1960s was limited to the mixed spaces of the red-light and the East End. At the Blue Sky, the Beret Bleue, and the Rodéo they mixed primarily with gay men. At the Café Canasta and the Casa Loma, their social worlds overlapped with the audiences for the drag shows. In many of these spaces, lesbians were also part of prostitution networks, working both as procurers and as sex workers.

Regulating the Lower Main

Newspaper representations of the people and activities of the Lower Main proliferated during this period of restructuring. Certainly, this sensationalization of the Lower Main can be attributed to the increased competition for the mainstream dailies from the many entertainment and crime tabloid papers (“journaux jaunes” or sensationalist press) that appeared in Montréal after 1945 when the influence of the Catholic Church on the Québec media began to diminish. However, shifts in municipal governance were equally significant. In 1960, Jean Drapeau brought the first organized political party, the Parti Civique (Civic Party), to power at City Hall where he held the Mayor’s seat until 1986. Drapeau had, however, been an influential figure in the municipal arena throughout the 1950s. He had already served as mayor between 1954 and 1957 after gaining political legitimacy as a prosecutor for the Caron Commission, an external inquiry into political corruption at City Hall. This Commission substantiated claims that Montréal’s police force—particularly its Morality Squad—had been protecting organized crime and its interests in gambling and prostitution in the red-light district in the 1940s and 1950s. Although Drapeau would be known as the mayor who “modernized” Montréal—constructing Place des Arts and the subway system as well as hosting the World Exposition in 1967 (Expo 67) and the
1976 Summer Olympics—in the 1950s he, like many North American mayors, built his reputation on a reform platform concerned with ridding the declining inner city of “vice.” Representing the interests of the ascending suburban Francophone petite bourgeoisie, he strove to “clean up” what was considered a “wide-open” town by finally ensuring that the red-light district was destroyed.\(^{55}\) In the 1960s, his Municipal Administration, in conjunction with the Morality Squad and the Québec Liquor Commission, employed a variety of surveillance techniques to control the area, which intensified as Expo 67 approached.

During his first term in office (1954 to 1957) Drapeau had initiated a campaign to enforce the closing hours of the clubs and investigate the health standards of the twenty-five hot-dog stands and quick lunches along the Lower Main. Using existing bylaws, his administration attempted to reduce gambling, nightlife, and entertainment in the area to a minimum.\(^{56}\) Popular histories indicate that this campaign was successful, describing the summer of 1955 as deadly quiet along the Main.\(^{57}\) However, Drapeau’s opposition to the proposed construction of Les Habitations Jeanne-Mance alienated the electorate and it lost him the election in 1957.\(^{58}\) Sarto Fournier’s administration (1957 to 1960) gave organized crime some respite, but in order to maintain legitimacy it staged campaigns to control the Lower Main. In 1958, for example, the police squad was instructed to investigate its nightclubs to ensure that dancers were conforming to the morality code and that minors were not being served alcohol.\(^{59}\) In July 1960, however, an assault of a waiter at the Canasta Café made it clear that organized crime networks still controlled the area.\(^{60}\) This led the Federal Member of Parliament for the riding (Harry Blank of St-Louis) to publically question the security of the Lower Main. He called for a tight clampdown on liquor licensing, arguing that the riding had the most cabaret permits in the Province of Québec.\(^{61}\) By August 1960, journalists reporting on a shooting at the Café Métro compared the Lower Main to the frontier towns of the “Far West.”\(^{62}\) These events delegitimized Fournier and in November of that year Drapeau made a successful bid for reelection.

Back in the mayoral chair, Drapeau began to perform a clampdown on the street’s clubs and cabarets that would continue until the summer of 1967 when Montréal hosted Expo 67.\(^{63}\) Following a serial newspaper exposé on “vice” in Montréal written by Drapeau’s reform ally Pax Plante in the summer of 1961, Drapeau increased the police presence on the street and, in conjunction with the Juvenile Court, made an unsuccessful proposal to make the Lower Main off-limits for children under sixteen years of age.\(^{64}\) His administration also created the Social Security Squad to specifically clamp down on organized crime in this area. In addition, the clubs of the Lower Main were central to specific campaigns to clamp down on nightlife in Montréal in the early 1960s. For example, in December 1961 a Morality Squad campaign to investigate reservoirs of organized crime identified twenty taverns and nightclubs, twelve of which were located along the Lower Main.\(^{65}\) By 1966, as preparations for Expo 67 approached, the administration developed surveillance strategies that specifically targeted the area. The Morality Squad’s \textit{visites de vérification} (spontaneous police raids) in preparation for Expo began in July 1966 with the Lower Main. The justification for these raids was given by Police Chief Gilbert who argued that these were “cheap nightclubs catering to cheap people doing cheap things.”\(^{66}\) Then, in October 1966, the Mayor ordered an increase in the police presence along the Lower Main.\(^{67}\) The press reported that the police were patrolling the street “four-by-four” at night. Finally, in April 1967, the district attorney for the City issued instructions to taxi drivers not to bring tourists, who would be in Montréal for Expo 67, to specific clubs on the Lower Main.\(^{68}\)

Another method used to suppress the Lower Main was restricting or refusing business, alcohol, and dance floor permits and licenses. Between 1960 and 1966, specific clubs along the Lower Main repeatedly had their applications for license renewals rejected. For example, twenty of Montréal’s forty-two night clubs advised by the Executive Committee of the Municipal Council
that their operating permits would not be renewed by the Québec Liquor Board in June 1963 were located in and around this intersection. Moreover, these were the same mixed clubs that were frequented by lesbians and gay men and featured drag, go-go dancer, and striptease shows. The owners of specific clubs of the Lower Main such as the Casbah, the Casa Loma, the Grand National, Le Plateau, Café St-John, and the Rodéo, continually appeared before the Québec Appeals Court throughout this period. These were the clubs known to have a large queer clientele. The owners of the Rodéo, Arlequin aux Deux Masques, and Café St-John, for example, were repeatedly refused multiple permits, including their alcohol permits. The justification for these restrictions was revealed during the appeals process and reported in the press. As the Director of Police, Adrien Robert, stated during appeal procedures in 1964: “I must state, Your Honour . . . that this section at the lower end of St-Laurent Street is an area where morality constitutes a constant problem and that investigations have been made of all the clubs in this district.” That same year, the Café St-John again had its alcohol permit revoked because, as the City’s municipal services director reported, there had recently been “sleazy activities” committed by people who frequent this club.

A careful reading of the press coverage of the pleas of club owners who were attempting to have their licenses renewed in the 1960s demonstrates that heterosexual female prostitution and violence from organized crime were not the only reasons for the suppression of the Lower Main. Certainly, the area’s most dominant images in the metropolitan press in the early 1960s were long established: its sidewalks and businesses were depicted as sites of violence from organized crime as well as places that posed the “danger” of solicitation by sex workers for heterosexual men. In 1966, six years after the clampdown on the Lower Main had begun, the entertainment weekly Le Cabaret ironically warned the female public of these specific dangers on the Lower Main: “Today, the bad guys and the working girls are still on the Main. . . . There are still fights and gangs there, so ladies, do not go down to the Main alone.” Reports of cleanup campaigns, raids, license infractions, and conflicts often led authorities to claim that the Lower Main was an unsuitable place for “ordinary” citizens, suggesting that it was incongruous with a Montréal undergoing modernization and reform. For example, when Drapeau’s administration had returned to power in 1960, he told the press that the Lower Main was the “blackest district in the city,” a place that “fun-seeking suburbanites” — who now supposedly represented Montréal’s “ordinary citizenry” — should avoid. However, this dichotomy between the Lower Main as the city’s “immoral region” and its ordinary citizenry in the suburbs would be further reinforced by newspaper reports of its queer subcultures and activities. As we will see, press coverage of its multiple and overlapping queer worlds demonstrated that the Lower Main was yet to be emptied. Quite the contrary: what remained on the Lower Main challenged not only the city’s morality and modernity, but also its heteronormativity.

Urban decline and the nocturnal queer city

If images of shootings, police raids, and overt public prostitution encouraged “fun-seeking suburbanites” to see the Lower Main as a place that was off-limits, images of the inner workings of the area’s queer social worlds significantly challenged post-World War II heteronormativities. The late 1950s and 1960s were not only a time of modernization and moral reform; this was also a time of homosexual panic in both Canada and the United States. In Montréal, among the first forms of queer visibility of this era were found in the representations of the Lower Main and the night world of its cabarets. As Namaste has shown, advertisements and reviews for drag performances were very visible in the entertainment papers throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Some performers, such as Lana St-Cyr, also ended up in crime reports of the era when the police deemed their shows “indecent.” At other times, drag performers and club workers appeared
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in reports on bar raids and permit restrictions. Gays and lesbians also appeared in such crime reports as an undesirable component of the clientele and in reports regarding raids and arrests. However, media coverage of “the third sex” (gays, lesbians, and trans-identified people) was not limited to crime reporting. By the mid-1960s, queer visibility increased when exposés profiled gay and lesbian lifestyles and suggested that these populations were growing in Canada, Québec, and Montréal. By the end of the decade, debates regarding Prime Minister Trudeau’s 1969 Omnibus Bill (Bill C-150), which would decriminalize private homosexual acts in Canada, also turned the media spotlight on gays and lesbians and their spaces in the larger cities. In Montréal, preparations for Expo 67 and debates about a new municipal bylaw (By-Law 3416) that would restrict staff-customer relations in cabarets further increased local public awareness of the queer social worlds developing along the Lower Main.

Overall, the discourse of decline surrounding the Lower Main evoked important but multi-layered distinctions between night and day. For example, in 1956 Le Petit Journal published a profile of the area under the headline “The Main wakes up when you go to bed.” However, this diurnal aspect of the narrative of the Lower Main’s decline was not as simple as condemning this space by creating a comparison between morally superior, hardworking people who were in bed early at night and the immoral people who spent their nights on the Lower Main. It was something much more vengeful, more akin to Neil Smith’s arguments about the revanchist reform politics of New York’s Mayor Rudy Giuliani in the 1990s: reform interests, supported by the middle classes, wanted to eradicate the Lower Main from the modern city. Press portraits also reveal a shift towards a more disciplinary discourse that coincided with urban renewal and slum clearance in the area, a type of scorn for the people of the Lower Main that more closely resembled Beauregard’s moral discourse: if ordinary citizens were turning their backs on the Lower Main, it was no wonder because there was increasing evidence that its people were well-deserving of this treatment. For example, readers of a 1940 MacLean’s Magazine article were encouraged to see the Lower Main as a harmless but “necessary” entertainment strip frequented by young, transient men—sailors, military recruits, and day laborers—in search of dinner for a dime and a good time on a Saturday night. However, a 1957 portrait of the Lower Main published in the more sensational Photo-Journal turned the spotlight on the locals of the Lower Main, distinguishing day and night and linking each to its “pleasures and miseries.” Eight pages of staged photographs and commentary were used to describe the pleasures of the Saturday night visitors (which included groups of unaccompanied young men drinking beer, eating hot dogs, and shooting targets at arcades, or young heterosexual couples dancing and kissing openly in night clubs) and the miseries of “the people of the Lower Main” (including mafia kings, “night birds” or alcoholics, “slum dwellers,” and women walking the streets wearing tight shirts and jeans) who were still there when the next day dawned. The “pleasures” were clearly reserved for the visiting group, while “misery” was the domain of the locals who were trapped in a night world of poverty, alcoholism, and prostitution.

Queer populations did not appear in such portraits of the street in the mainstream press until the 1970s, when queer and trans identities became synonymous with the image of the Lower Main as Montréal’s “Boulevard of Broken Dreams.” However, the parallel universe of the sensationalist press certainly tied queer and trans identities to the night world of the cabarets of the Lower Main. As the sensationalist paper Zéro told the public in 1964, “the third sex” was taking over Lower Main at night, congregating there in the wee hours of the morning. Featuring a photograph of young men congregating on the corner of St-Laurent and Ste- Catherine streets (Figure 4), another Zéro article conflated the identities of gay men and male sex workers as well as masculine and feminine gender identities when they described their appearance and behavior: “[The third sex] can be found around St-Laurent Street. They have dyed hair, exaggerated gestures, irritating high-pitched laughs, and a feline walk. They travel in small groups, chattering loudly,
calling out to passing cars, smiling at passers-by, often mockingly—these are not girls, these are not guys.” 86 The same article also claimed that there were now 90,000 lesbians in Québec. Although they could be found throughout the province, the article suggested that lesbians primarily inhabited a forbidden night world along the Lower Main. Other tabloids included stories about gays and lesbians along the Main who were pathologized with some regularity. For example, Higgins has found evidence of this link as early as 1958 when Ici Montréal would amuse its readers with stories of gay men, such as La tappette Rolande, who had apparently written his phone number in all of the toilets of the taverns of the Main. 87 Ici Montréal also regularly chronicled the life of Ramona the Butch, who hung around in Café St-John on the Lower Main throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s. 88 Ramona was described in stereotypical terms: tough and territorial, she defended her turf at all costs and, in defending it, she had apparently acquired “more scars than a veteran of the foreign legion.” 89

Drapeau’s cleanup campaigns in the early 1960s also included the clampdown on gay, lesbian, and trans spaces, using the charge of “indecency” to control the night world surrounding the drag shows and gay sexual spaces such as parks and hotels in ways that made these populations, their activities, and spaces more visible in the pages of the crime reports. 90 Such reports suggested that the Lower Main was central to “indecent” night life in the city. For example, when the well-known drag performer Lana St-Cyr was arrested for “indecency” in 1962, the Le Nouveau Journal published a large photograph of her being arrested at the Beaver, a club located a few blocks from the Lower Main (Figure 5). 91 In that same year, the public’s awareness of the “deceptive” character of the clubs along the Lower Main increased when the details of a raid at Arlequin aux Deux Masques were published in the press. During the raid, four men were arrested for dancing together and tried for “indecency.” However, the story was more complex: two of the accused were employed as “dancers” by the club and were wearing women’s clothing, high-heeled shoes, wigs, and rhinestone jewelry. One of the clients pled “not guilty” to the charges on the basis that he thought that his dance partner was “a beautiful and real woman.” 92
By 1966, the clampdown on the Lower Main in preparation for Expo 67 further exposed the queerness of the night world of the Lower Main. Permit restrictions and a new bylaw restricting the interactions between employees and customers in Montréal’s night clubs were the primary methods that Drapeau’s regime used to regulate the night world of the Lower Main. In addition to new laws restricting striptease acts, the police proposed By-Law 3416 to City Council in February 1967 in an effort to restrict solicitation in night club spaces. Servers and other club staff in the cabarets were often connected to prostitution, and as Expo 67 approached, the newspapers turned the spotlight on clubs where tourists might fall victim to “dangerous women.” The police told
the public that they were now declaring “a war on sharpies,” dancers and club employees who earned a commission from the bar tabs of the clients that they entertained. To defend the bylaw, the police argued that they had received many complaints from male tourists who had been handed huge bills at the end of an evening, especially in the clubs of the Lower Main. This led them to raid five nightclubs, all of which were located near the intersection of St-Laurent and Ste-Catherine streets (Café St-John, Rodéo Café, Le Cabaret, Pal’s, and Café Casbah). Bar employees in these establishments were described by the press as “skillful and dangerous creatures” while the male customers—especially those visiting the big city from rural Québec—were “dupes” who needed police protection. However, the bars that were raided and the debate about the bylaw further indicate that the police were hoping to limit the kinds of activities that had occurred at Café Arlequin in 1962: the original proposal was for a bylaw that would prevent all “female” employees from soliciting customers, but when it actually came before the city council for approval, it was suggested that it be extended to apply to all club employees. This was primarily because, in bars where the shows were organized for “the third sex,” “dancers, who are in reality men disguised as women, come and solicit the clients.”

The police also targeted the entertainments of Montréal’s night world in the months before Expo 67. The striptease had become a more central feature of the Lower Main’s night life in the 1950s, primarily due to the decreased budgets of the club owners—caused by the enforcement of closing hours and high legal costs for permit renewals—and the declining role of the area for middle-class, heterosexual sociability. In the spring, municipal authorities investigated clubs with topless dancers and tried to persuade owners to change their entertainment format so as to appeal once again to heterosexual “couples” and prevent the problems posed by developing “all-male” audiences. Those clubs that continued to feature topless dancers were raided a few weeks before Expo 67. However, the appeals of the club owners demonstrated that authorities were also targeting the social world surrounding drag shows. While numerous convictions for assault, attempted murder, gross indecency, prostitution, and serving minors had occurred in all of the clubs of the Lower Main, those that featured drag shows had the greatest difficulty having their permits renewed. The management of the Arlequin aux Deux Masques, for example, went before the court in April 1967 for a variety of infractions, but the provincial liquor squad built their case against the proprietors by emphasizing that “the club’s clientele seemed to be composed largely of homosexuals.” Again, concerned by the type of audience that this and other clubs attracted, the municipal authorities also suggested a change in their entertainments to attract a more “respectable” clientele. For example, the owner of the Café Casbah was granted a new license only after agreeing to replace the drag shows with more “respectable” forms of entertainment. This same club was singled out when the district attorney instructed taxi drivers not to take tourists to the Lower Main: it was described as unsuitable for tourists because it was a “cheap and sleazy bar” that featured drag shows.

Following Expo 67 and during debates about the federal Omnibus Bill, the decline of the Lower Main was increasingly signified by a queer takeover of its spaces. For example, in 1968, Le Nouveau Samedi reported on a male prostitution ring and featured a photograph of a doorway to a tourist room near the corner of St-Laurent and Ste-Catherine streets. Building on the fact that fifty-four men had been arrested here, the paper sensationaly told the public that “the place that they [female prostitutes] used to occupy on the portion of St-Laurent Street that lies between Sherbrooke and Craig streets, familiarly called the Main, is now occupied almost exclusively by male homosexual prostitutes.” Later that year, Le Nouveau Samedi published a photograph of Ste-Catherine Street near the corner of St-Laurent Boulevard, describing the area as “the preferred hangout of homosexuals, prostitutes and pederasts” (Figure 6). If gay men were taking over the area’s sex trade, they, along with lesbians, were also taking over its hotels and rooming houses.
Figure 6. Photograph of Ste-Catherine Street at the intersection of Boulevard St-Laurent in 1968. The caption reads “Many of these establishments on Sainte-Catherine Street near St-Laurent are the preferred meeting places of homosexuals, prostitutes, and pederasts.” Author’s Translation. Source: Le Nouveau Samedi, Nov. 16 to 22, 1968, 4.
As Chamberland has noted, in 1969 *Nouvelles et polices judiciaires* reported that the Lower Main was no longer “the headquarters of organized crime” but rather “the preferred hangout of lesbians and homosexuals who are congregating in the rooming houses of St-Laurent Boulevard.” And, as we saw at the outset of this paper, by the early 1970s the decline of the Lower Main would also be signified by the takeover of the area’s stages by drag performers. In a three-part series on the decline of the Lower Main published in 1974 in *La Presse*, the city’s major French language daily, the journalist focused the final installment on what had once been the Cafe St-John, now a drag club called Le Saguenay. According to the booking agent, this new club was one of the few clubs of the Lower Main that was still vibrant, attracting a broad clientele of gays, lesbians, and heterosexuals. He argued that since the Omnibus Bill, clubs could be more open about marketing the drag performers. However, he told the journalist: “You want to talk about St-Laurent Street? There isn’t much to say. It’s dead.” The journalist then concluded the series with: “As we have seen throughout this series, there isn’t much happening on the Main, between Vitré and Ste-Catherine. There remains, in all, one attraction: *les travestis.*”

Conclusion

The 1970s would mark both the apex and the end of the centrality of the Lower Main’s nightlife in most heteronormative discourses. In the early years of this decade, playwright and novelist Michel Tremblay would draw more attention to the Lower Main by using its queer night world as a parable of the oppression of the Québécois people by capitalism, the Catholic Church, and the Canadian Federation. Public attention to his plays (such as *Les Belles-Sœurs, Sainte-Carmen de la Main*, and *Hosanna*) and the 1974 film *Il était une fois dans l’est* (based on Tremblay’s plays), made the queer night world of the Lower Main more central to debates about national identity and Québécois liberation. By the mid-1970s, the battle for “gay liberation” in Montréal would largely be fought further west in the downtown core in response to cleanup campaigns for another world event, the 1976 Summer Olympics. And, over the course of the 1980s and 1990s, gays and lesbians would also appropriate space in districts to the north and the east of the Lower Main, developing the Plateau Mont-Royal lesbian enclave and Montréal’s “gay village” in the early 1980s. But a heteronormative discourse of decline surrounding the Lower Main persisted. For example, journalist Jack Todd rearticulated this discourse when he described the Lower Main in 1987: “Last night, many of these puffy, bloodshot faces peered up from curbs or traded leers with the prostitutes — male, female or variants thereof — who provide these two blocks of the street with its gritty reputation.” The Lower Main would, however, remain central for sex workers, drag performers, and trans populations who continued to work and form community in its clubs. The Café Cléopâtre (the former Canasta Club), a trans performance club since the 1970s, is the only historic club on the Lower Main to survive the recent renovation of the district for the creation of Le Quartier des Spectacles, a redevelopment project that has sought to finally integrate the red-light district with the adjacent Place des Arts complex built in 1963.

The objective of this case study has been to explore the links between the discourses of decline that surrounded the Lower Main in the post-war period and the renewal of heteronormativity that came with the restructuring and modernization of Montréal in this period. Drawing on Beauregard’s arguments regarding the class-based and racial normativities of discourses of decline in American cities in the post-war period, I have argued for additional attention to the heteronormativities embedded in such narratives. The coincidence of rising homosexual panic and evidence of queer place-making in aging entertainment districts in this period suggests that heteronormativity was implicated in discourses that depicted the inner city as deserving of abandonment. In Montréal, these debates revolved primarily around the Lower Main as it was repositioned in relation to a city undergoing modernization as well as political and moral...
reform. While in the 1950s the Lower Main was increasingly represented as a space of poverty, immorality, and gang violence, in the 1960s police repression placed increased emphasis on the protection of the public from the entertainments, staff, and social worlds that were emerging in the cabarets of the district. Initially, this discourse was more predictable, centering on controlling the striptease and reducing female prostitution. However, as Expo 67 approached, the street’s association with lesbian, gay, and trans identities provided reformers with further evidence of the inner city’s moral “decline.” As in other cities, this process not only gave the city a place in which to locate the “broken dreams” of the post-World War II period; it also provided a location through which to renew heteronormativities in response to a moral panic regarding the increased visibility of the “world of the third sex” and the queering of the city’s red-light district. Representations of the Lower Main also played a productive role in shaping the city’s social and sexual geography at a time of intensive change. By bringing together class, sexual, and gender identities that were positioned on the city’s social and sexual margins, the images and the debates surrounding the Lower Main were also part of the city’s modernization process. On the one hand, they served the antithesis of the mainstream dream of a modern metropolis, an example of what authorities wanted to eliminate, especially as they prepared to welcome the world to Montréal for Expo 67. On the other hand, they gave expression to non-normative forms of sexuality and sociability that came into the public eye as the post-war metropolis expanded and some districts became available for appropriation. Like the sensationalist press through which it was often represented, the public image of the Lower Main was spectacular, a place of moral decline and corruption. However, for those who were looking carefully, it was also a location for queer and trans worlds in the making. Such images demonstrated that, despite the best efforts of authorities, the Lower Main was not empty: it was a vibrant social world of emerging queer public cultures, especially at night.
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